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1. Introduction

Empirically-supported treatments for obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) emphasize the behavioral principles of exposure and response prevention [1]. However, theory and data suggest that cognitive components play a substantial role in the etiology and maintenance of OCD. This chapter will review cognitive theories and models of OCD, and cognitive processes in OCD including thought-action-fusion, inferential confusion, reality monitoring, cognitive inhibition, and memory and attentional biases. A comprehensive treatment that draws on both the cognitive literature reviewed herein plus exposure and response prevention is proposed.

2. General cognitive theories of OCD

The seminal cognitive theory by Rachman describes a diathesis-stress model in which an individual’s history of being reared in an environment where strong values are placed upon the person’s thoughts increases vulnerability to OCD [2]. Current levels of stress and negative affect increase the likelihood of obsessions which tend to be elicited by cues in the external environment [3]. Learning history then increases the likelihood of the obsessions being appraised as significant or meaningful. The appraisal of the obsessions as significant represents a cognitive bias because without a cognitive vulnerability towards OCD, credibility would not be given to the thoughts that become obsessions. These processes are more likely to occur in individuals with pre-existing trait anxiety. For example, an anxious person may read a story in a newspaper about an electrical house fire and then obsess over the possibility of accidentally setting an electrical fire.
It is the above combination of factors that lays the groundwork for obsessions, coupled with other specific cognitive processes and biases which are about to be discussed. Overestimating the probability of the occurrence of negative events can occur if one believes that one is responsible in a situation. For example, a person may believe that “a child is more likely to have an accident if I am babysitting than if someone else is babysitting.” Relatedly, Rachman discusses the cognitive process of Thought-Action Fusion (TAF) [2]. TAF is a cognitive distortion representing a moral component and an event probability component. A moral reasoning error is made when an individual has a thought about an action and then appraises that thought as being equivalent or almost equivalent to actually having engaged in the action itself. In TAF, the probability of an event occurring can be perceived as increasing simply by having a thought about the event. Both the moral reasoning and event probability components fuse thoughts and actions. TAF is increased by the overestimation of attributions of responsibility to the self for events, which represents a cognitive distortion. It should be noted that although TAF is a component of Rachman’s cognitive theory, it is described in other literature as a separate theory [4].

Salkovskis (1985) proposed a second cognitive theory of OCD [5]. As Salkovskis points out, the components of this theory have substantial overlap with Rachman’s previously described theory. According to this theory, obsessions can be cued via stimuli in the environment. Cuing of obsessions is aversive to the individual and therefore avoidance measures are taken. The person may or may not recognize the obsessional thought to be irrational. If the thought does not have negative ramifications for the person, this cognitive chain of events will end. If negative ramifications are present, automatic thoughts, similar to Beck’s conceptualization of automatic thoughts will occur [6]. Automatic thoughts are more likely to occur if the current mood state is negative. These thoughts interact with a set of assumptions, including but not limited to, thought equals action, increased sense of responsibility for events, beliefs about the need to control thoughts, and self blame for events. These negative thoughts then influence mood which leads to attempts to reduce distress by engaging in compulsions. Negative reinforcement occurs when the distress is reduced lending credibility to the negative automatic thoughts. Co-occurring depressed mood can also play a role via several mechanisms. The first mechanism increases the dysfunctional beliefs via increasing the stimuli that may cue an intrusive thought that could become an obsession. This can then create a transactional process by which mood increases negative automatic thoughts and in turn, these thoughts then can increase negative mood.

Rachman proposed a specific cognitive theory of the compulsive checking subtype of OCD [7]. According to this theory, individuals with this subtype of OCD have an increased belief in self-responsibility for maintaining the safety of self and others. The increased sense of responsibility comes from an unrealistic appraisal of the probability of harm. Repeated checking serves the function of increasing certainty that any possible threat will be alleviated. Given that certainty is improbable, checking continues. Repeated checking results in memories of repeated events becoming fuzzy, and therefore confidence in memory as to whether checking has or has not occurred is decreased. That is, checking behavior temporarily reduces
the anxiety via engaging in the compulsive behavior itself or via negatively reinforcing cognitions.

3. Specific cognitive processes in OCD

Thought-action fusion and OCD. Thought-action fusion is a component of OCD in the two previously discussed theories [2,5]. Researchers have developed assessment measures of TAF which have resulted in empirical findings supporting TAF as a process in OCD. Most commonly, TAF is measured using the Thought-Action-Fusion questionnaire, a 19-item questionnaire composed of moral TAF, likelihood-self TAF, and likelihood-other TAF scales [8]. Accordingly, the two factors of moral and likelihood TAF accounted for 71% of the variance. Internal consistency ranged from .88 to .96, and the TAF converged as expected with the Maudsley Obsessive Compulsive Inventory. As expected, an OCD sample exhibited higher TAF scores on all three scales than did two pathology-absent adult comparison samples. TAF is not specific to patients with OCD but rather occurs with other anxiety disorders [9].

Researchers have examined whether TAF is more common to depression than to OCD due to high negative affect being characteristic of depression [10]. Drawing on Rachman’s model, Abramowitz and colleagues theorized that negative affect mediates the relationship between TAF and OCD [2]. Their results supported this view. Interestingly, this study also found that the likelihood component but not the moral component of TAF is present in individuals with OCD. Researchers have further specified the relationship between these variables [11]. They examined the relation between TAF, schizotypal traits (magical thinking), OCD symptoms, general anxiety, and depression. Schizotypal traits were deemed important to include because nearly half of people with OCD have schizotypal personality characteristics. Among those characteristics are magical thinking, which the authors note may be associated with cognitive biases and therefore increased vulnerability to OCD. Schizotypical traits were associated with likelihood TAF such that the relation between TAF and OCD disappeared when schizotypal traits were controlled. No significant relation was found between OCD and moral TAF. In a third investigation, other investigators examined TAF, self-doubt regarding the belief that the compulsion will fix the problem, and cognitive control when obsession related beliefs emerge in youth with OCD, youth with another anxiety disorder, and a psychopathology-absent comparison group [12]. They found that higher likelihood TAF occurs in youth with OCD compared to youth without psychopathology, with no significant differences between the OCD and other-anxiety disorder groups, but self-doubt does not differ between the OCD and control group. Moral TAF was not measured in this study.

In sum, people with OCD tend to make cognitive errors in their thinking with regard to the fusion of thoughts and actions. This tends to occur in the following two ways: 1). Having a thought can be viewed as being as “bad” as having completed the action (moral TAF) and 2). thinking about the events increases the perception that the event will occur (likelihood TAF). The evidence appears to be slightly stronger for likelihood TAF than for moral TAF, but moral TAF was not measured in all studies examining this construct. Some evidence suggests that TAF is not specific to OCD but instead also occurs in anxiety disorders in general.
Inferential Confusion and OCD. A concept related to TAF is “inferential confusion” or the process of confusing imagined events and actually occurring events. According to this view people with OCD mistake the imagined negative event for a real event, such that the imagined event becomes more realistic creating the belief that the event has an increased probability of occurrence [13]. Devaluation of information taken in by the senses (e.g., the tendency to believe something despite the available evidence to the naked eye) and inferential reasoning errors combine to make conditions ripe for the confusion of real and imagined events [14]. A “crossover point” can be identified in these individuals in which obsessions begin and can be identified [13]. Compulsions result from the obsessions as attempts to modify the probability of the event occurrence. Engaging in compulsions gives credibility to the imagined event. A specific type of inferential confusion can occur in which thinking a particular thought makes it likely that a person will act on that thought. Therefore, similar to TAF, a thought is equivalent to a personal action.

Support for inferential confusion theory comes from a follow-up study in which participants with OCD were given questionnaires measuring inferential confusion and obsessional thinking [15]. Analyses showed strong overlap between inferential confusion and common obsessions such as contamination and harm, and compulsions, such as washing. Even when other variables were controlled (e.g., overestimation of threat and general anxiety), the relationship between inferential confusion and obsessions/compulsions remained. Additional data show that when inferential confusion improves (as measured by a specific paper and pencil questionnaire of inferential confusion), OCD symptoms improve [16].

In a nonclinical sample, schizotypal symptoms (delusional thinking, perceptual disturbances, living in an inner world) and inferential confusion predicted obsessive compulsive behavior, with the majority of the predictive validity coming from the perceptual disturbances subscale of the schizotypal measure (22% of the variance) [17]. Inferential confusion explained 5% of the variance. The authors note that people with OCD typically do not have perceptual disturbances, but perceptual disturbances can be considered to be a product of inferential confusion.

Reality monitoring and intrusive imagery in OCD. Reality monitoring errors occur when people confuse real and imagined events [18]. It has been suggested that poorer reality monitoring ability in OCD individuals due to intrusive imagery present in OCD [19]. That is, with the occurrence of repeated involuntary images, those images seem real which leads participants to confuse them with reality. Indeed there is a large body of literature now showing that imagination leads people to believe in events that never occurred (see [20] for a review). Therefore, other researchers examined reality monitoring ability for actions in an inpatient group with OCD and a yoked nonanxious control group [21]. In this study, participants were given sequences of 6 actions and instructed to either perform an action or imagine performing an action. Action sequences were either anxiety provoking or neutral. There were no significant differences in ability to identify imagined versus performed actions between the groups. Results did not differ as a function of whether the action sequences were anxiety-provoking or neutral. However, people with OCD had less confidence in their reality monitoring ability.
Relatedly, deficits in reality monitoring ability have been shown to occur in people with subclinical OCD symptoms (specifically checking behaviors) compared to people without OCD symptoms [22]. To document this effect, all participants were read a list of actions. They were then asked to perform an action, observe an action being performed on a videotape, or write down a never performed action that was read to them by an experimenter. Following this task, participants were then asked to generate a written list of all actions they could recall, and then reality monitor by indicating whether they had performed, observed, or written each action they had recalled. People with OCD symptoms recalled fewer of the performed, written, and observed actions. In addition, they miscategorized (made more reality monitoring errors) whether they performed an action, wrote down the action, or observed the action being performed.

Additional data suggest that intrusive imagery related to the experience of adverse life events is a component of OCD at least in some patients. In an inpatient OCD sample, 81% of 34 patients reported intrusive images directly from or related to adverse life events [23]. Interestingly, none of the patients met co-morbid criteria for PTSD. OCD patients with intrusive images had higher levels of general anxiety and more OCD symptoms than OCD patients who did not have images. However, the number of patients without images was small (n=7). Consistent with Rachman’s previously discussed theory, patients who reported imagery felt greater responsibility for events than those who did not report images, although the origins of this increased responsibility are unclear.

Other reports of intrusive images in OCD have been found in the literature [24]. Therefore, Rachman correlated a single item measuring intrusive images with mental contamination (feeling dirty inside) [24]. This item correlated approximately .54 with other measures of OCD. Based on analyses from another archival dataset, Rachman reported that mental imagery items correlated .34-.445 with other measures of OCD [24]. Therefore, it has been suggested that imagery rescripting of distressing events might be an intervention appropriate for these individuals, but also point out that it is unknown whether this would decrease OCD symptoms given the lack of current empirical data for this intervention for OCD [23].

In sum, the evidence suggests that imagery can be an important in the treatment of people with OCD who experience intrusive images from negative life events. More broadly, imagery plays a role in the development OCD. Imagery acts as a mechanism by which obsessions come to seem more realistic thereby increasing the perception of the likelihood of occurrence. However, specific tests of reality monitoring ability do not always show differences in the performance of people with and without OCD. Methodological issues, including the timing of memory tests (i.e., lack of a substantial delay between exposure to the stimuli and memory test), may have influenced the results of existing studies. Therefore, further research is needed.

4. Memory biases in OCD

Negative memory biases have been theorized to play a role in psychological disorders, particularly anxiety. According to Beck, negative schemata formed in childhood render an
individual susceptible to drawing attention towards threatening stimuli which is theorized to positively impact memory for these stimuli [6]. These schemata are activated when ambiguous or anxiety-provoking stimuli are encountered and predispose a person towards an anxious interpretation of events. A more specific model of how anxiety influences the allocation of attention and memory has been developed [25]. Specifically, when a stimulus is encountered in the environment, it is mapped onto existing schemata and a decision is made as to the threat level of the stimulus. When stimuli are appraised as threatening, they receive further cognitive resources allocated towards them. That is, attention is drawn towards those stimuli, particularly in people high in trait anxiety. The opposite cognitive allocation or drawing attention away from the stimulus occurs in people low in trait anxiety which serves the function of not allocating unnecessary cognitive resources in the case of stimuli that do not warrant attention. Williams and colleagues discuss how the allocation of attention is a first step towards impacting or improving memory for those threatening stimuli [25].

Despite these theories, the rationale for studies examining memory biases in OCD focuses on studying phenomenon that have been observed in clinical settings rather than theory-based predictions. For example, because it has been noted that people with OCD express doubt regarding whether they have performed a particular behavior (e.g., checked whether they turned the stove off) which might lead to repeating the compulsion. One study compared people with the contamination subtype of OCD to both anxious controls to an undergraduate sample (n=10 per group in the OCD and anxious control conditions) [26]. In this study, participants watched an experimenter touch objects with a “dirty” tissue (i.e., contaminate) or touch objects with a “clean” tissue (i.e., not contaminate). Memory was tested immediately following the task. People with OCD remembered “dirty” objects better. This pattern of findings did not hold for both the anxious control group or the undergraduate comparison sample. It should be noted that items were scored only for correct recall in this study. Analyses did not include errors in recall.

Other researchers replicated the above study [26] using a sample that included different control groups and included an analysis of recall errors [27]. The study included 16 OCD washers, 16 OCD checkers, 16 controls with anxiety (specific phobia), 16 in a no-pathology comparison group. Participants entered a room with 50 items which they then observed the experimenter touch with a tissue (prevents contamination) or bare hand (brings into contact with contamination). Participants were asked to recall the items 50 minutes later by first generating a written list of all items they recalled. For the recalled items only, they were then asked to recall whether the experimenter touched each item with tissue or bare hands. No significant group differences emerged in total number of items recalled in free recall. There was a difference in recall of whether the object was touched by the experimenter with tissue vs. hand. OCD washers showed superior accurate recall as to whether the objects were touched by bare hands. The anxious control group showed superior recall for objects touched by a tissue. These results suggest superior memory in OCD washers for “contaminated” items.

Another study examined whether differences in recall existed between an OCD sample and control sample as a function of the anxiety provoking properties of the to-be-remembered experienced versus imagined actions [21]. Participants had a booklet with 6 actions listed. They
were asked to perform those actions. They were then taken to a room and were asked to either imagine or perform a set of 20 actions. They were then asked to state whether only the last item was imagined or performed. Following this they were asked for a series of ratings of vividness, confidence, desire for vividness, and satisfaction with memories. Results showed no significant difference in reality monitoring performance across anxiety provoking and nonanxiety provoking stimuli, but a significant difference in desire for vividness emerged and was greater in the OCD group. No significant differences were found on the other 3 ratings. However, the sample size in this study was small and may not have been sufficient to detect significance (N=19; 12 OCD, 7 controls).

McNally and colleagues examined directed forgetting in OCD patients and controls [28]. Participants were presented with words of a negative, positive, or neutral valence followed by instructions directing them to remember or forget the just-presented stimuli. OCD patients had a more difficult time forgetting negative words than did comparison participants. However, it should be noted that a small portion of the words seemed to be directly related to specific types of OCD (contamination) and it is unclear whether the results would hold if these items were removed. It would be important to compare an OCD relevant negative list to another non-OCD related negative list to determine whether the above findings hold.

Another study examined memory as a function of experimenter induced sense of responsibility [29]. The authors note that people with OCD report a strong sense of responsibility for outcomes including correctness of their checking or lack of checking behavior. For example, one might think, “If I didn’t look at the stove carefully to see whether it was off, it might still be on and the house may catch on fire.” Following a baseline check in their homes to induce anxiety, the researchers had participants with OCD (all handwashers N=11) complete their typical checking behaviors (e.g., check to make sure the stove is off) in their homes under conditions of low and high responsibility. In the high responsibility condition, participants were told that they were responsible for completing the check without assistance and were responsible for the accuracy of the check. They were asked to sign a contract to this effect agreeing to these terms. In the low responsibility condition, participants signed a contract that attributed the responsibility of the check to the research assistant. Participants completed a memory interview immediately after the checks and provided confidence ratings for their responses to the interview questions. The memory interview included memory for specific aspects of the check that might have been perceived as threatening (“What was the final state of the thermostat?” (Radomsky et al., 2001, p. 817) [29] as well as nontargeting aspects of the check (“Did I (the experimenter) cough during the check?” (Radomsky et al., 2001, p. 817) [29]. In the next phase of the study, all participants returned to the lab a week later and watched videos of both checks and then completed the same memory interview and confidence ratings. This delayed phase represented a no responsibility phase. Results showed no overall differences in the amount remembered across the conditions, but under conditions of high responsibility, OCD handwashers recalled more threatening information than irrelevant information. This result did not hold under conditions of low responsibility. When the people who were originally in the high responsibility group were tested under conditions of no responsibility one week later, they no longer showed superior recall of threatening information. However,
this result is confounded by methodological issues. That is, threatening actions were sometimes performed by the participant whereas nonthreatening actions were sometimes performed by the experimenter. There is now a large body of literature showing superior memory for participation versus observation [30].

One study measured explicit memory with a recognition task for previously heard or never heard sentences and confidence [31]. Implicit memory was assessed via participants’ ratings of the volume of the previously heard or never heard sentences. There was no tendency for OCD participants to rate previously heard sentences as louder thereby demonstrating a lack of a superior implicit memory bias. As expected, OCD participants did not show an explicit memory bias; that is they did not exhibit superior recognition performance compared to control participants nor did they correctly reject never-presented sentences at higher rates than control participants. Instead, OCD patients rated all sentences as louder than matched nontreatment seeking controls suggesting what the authors referred to as a “perceptual deficit,” or difficulty accurately perceiving the stimuli, rather than memory deficit, although the ramifications of this finding are unclear. Failure to find an explicit memory bias appeared to be due to high accuracy rates in both groups. Perhaps a longer test delay would have been beneficial in this study.

In sum, the data on memory biases in OCD show that the majority of studies fail to find evidence for such as bias. Numerous methodological issues in the above described studies exist, thereby precluding firm conclusions from being drawn. Small sample size is clearly one limitation in some studies examining this topic. It is also possible that delay of test was not long enough in some of the above studies for differences to emerge. In some studies, participants were informed prior to encoding that memory would be tested, thereby raising the possibility that rehearsal strategies were used following experimenter notification that a memory test would occur. Other methodological issues include failure to score incorrect recall and confounds regarding the effects of participation.

5. Attentional bias in OCD — Theory and research

According to theory, individuals are more vulnerable to emotional disorders when the level of emotion exceeds an individual’s capacity to control that emotion [32]. Individuals with anxiety disorders are more likely to display selective attention to threatening stimuli and experience more difficulty disengaging once attention to threatening stimuli is activated. It is also the case that the threshold for appraising a stimulus as threatening is lower in people with anxiety disorders. Accordingly, attention towards threat is a combination of current level of state anxiety, level of threat appraisal, and ability to modulate attention. Mathews and MacLeod suggest that attentional bias plays a role in the development of anxiety disorders [32]. Although many studies show that people with anxiety disorders display an attentional bias, these data do not show that attentional bias causes anxiety disorders. Indirect support for the hypothesis that attention plays a causal role in anxiety comes from studies that demonstrate that creating cognitive bias impacts emotional state. It is important to acknowledge that to date
there has not been a study conducted in which an attentional bias towards anxiety is created with the resulting outcome showing that anxiety increases. However, research does show that training away from an attentional bias reduces anxiety [33]. Attentional bias is important in anxiety disorders because attending to threatening information leads to behavioral avoidance of the anxiety provoking and does not allow for exposure to the feared stimuli which would reduce the anxiety in the long term [34].

Several studies have examined whether attentional bias exists in patients with OCD. An early study presented patients with OCD and panic disorder, with OCD threat related words, panic threat related words, general threat related words, and neutral words within a stroop test [35]. There were no significant differences between OCD and panic patients with respect to correct responses on the stroop task. Response latencies also did not differ between panic and OCD participants. Note that longer latencies indicate greater interference or attentional bias. An earlier study presented within the same paper showed no significant differences between the panic and normal comparison groups. Taken together, these results argue against an attentional bias in OCD.

Using a new methodology that involved reaction time to investigate attentional bias, researchers compared people with OCD (predominantly checking behavior) to normal controls and found no significant differences in reaction time to checking related, paranoid theme related, or neutral words [36]. Another study found that an attentional bias was not present in people with OCD compared to normal controls when words were used in a stroop task, but attentional bias was present when pictures were used [37]. In contrast, a series of two studies using the dot-probe task demonstrated that people with OCD exhibited a contamination attentional bias and a general threat attentional bias [38]. However, the general threat attentional bias was equivalent to a high trait anxiety group thereby demonstrating that attentional bias is not specific to OCD. Neither the contamination attentional bias nor the general threat attentional bias was present in a normal control population.

Some evidence for attentional bias in people with an OCD washing compulsion as indicated by longer latencies to name words in a stroop task has been found, although all findings were not supportive of attentional bias [39]. The authors interpreted these results to suggest that the activation of fear in contamination OC washers occurs and interferes with general information processing ability. Some evidence was found for general threat bias in OC nonwashers. Similarly, behavioral treatment of OCD, presumably exposure and response prevention, reduces fear sensitivity as measured by behavioral and physiological measures taken during a cognitive task [40].

Studies have investigated whether attentional bias could be modified in college students with subclinical OCD symptoms [33]. Specifically, the modification intervention focused on drawing participants’ attention away from threatening words using a computerized task that displayed threat and neutral words at equal frequencies, but always drew participants’ attention to the neutral words by replacing the neutral word with a probe. The modification intervention was administered after establishing that each participant exhibited an attentional bias. The modification intervention group was compared to a control group in which the probe replaced threatening or neutral words at equal frequencies. A behavioral avoidance task using
items that participants were led to believe were contaminated served as the outcome measure. Participants who received attentional bias modification training engaged in less behavioral avoidance. They also showed less attentional bias during repeated trials of the attentional bias task administered immediately after bias modification training. An earlier study confirmed the presence of attentional bias in OCD but the bias was limited to the earlier portions of the task [41]. Bias was remediated via habituation in the later portions of the task.

Additional data show that people with OCD exhibit an attentional bias toward threatening information in general as opposed to only OCD related items [42]. These data further show that this bias is not due to other aspects of the stimuli that could account for the results, namely emotional arousal [43].

Relatedly, cognitive theories of OCD emphasize cognitive inhibition deficits in OCD, deficits in the allocation of attention via the inhibition of unwanted thoughts [44]. Experimental tests of cognitive inhibition show that people with OCD experience greater difficulty in ignoring previously presented stimuli when instructed to do so relative to people with anxiety disorders other than OCD [45]. Cognitive inhibition becomes further impaired as the complexity of the cognitive task increases [46].

In sum, a substantial amount of evidence exists for attentional bias in OCD. Importantly, attentional bias is not specific to OCD, but rather is present in anxiety disorders in general [47]. Nevertheless, existing studies show that when attentional bias is present in people with OCD, it can be modified, which can reduce behavioral avoidance of distressing stimuli. These data imply that clients should be assessed for attentional bias so that if present, this can be a focus of treatment.

6. Conclusion

6.1. Do the extant data fit the etiological models of OCD?

An examination of the data discussed herein reveals varying levels of support for the components of cognitive models of OCD described at the beginning of this chapter. Consistent support exists for inferential confusion which combines errors in reasoning with devaluation of information taken in by the senses and confusion between real and imagined events. The available data show both higher levels of inferential confusion in people with OCD and reduced inferential confusion following OCD treatment [15][16]. With regard to the role that the tendency to confuse real and imagined events plays in OCD (i.e., reality monitoring), the data are weaker [21,22]. However, it should be noted that reality monitoring ability is the only component of inferential confusion being examined in these studies. However, in inferential confusion processes, reasoning errors and the tendency to discount information taken in by the senses are factors that contribute to the tendency to make reality monitoring errors [14]. Nevertheless, a small amount of data do support the notion that imagery plays a role in the development or maintenance of OCD in people with OCD plus trauma histories [22,24]. However, further research should be conducted in this area. In addition, there is consistent support for the likelihood component of thought-action fusion [8,10,11]. That is, people with
OCD are more apt to believe that having a thought increases the likelihood that the event contained in the thought is going to occur than people without OCD. Less support exists for the belief that having a thought that contains a moral transgression is the equivalent to having completed that transgression (moral component of TAF) [11]. With regard to memory biases in OCD, the data as a whole do not support the existence of memory biases in OCD [27]. However, it is the case that methodological issues in extant studies preclude firm conclusions from being drawn. Moreover, there are numerous studies showing support for the existence of an attentional bias in OCD [36,37,49,41,42]. Also, the data support attentional bias training in reducing OCD symptoms [33]. It should be noted that attentional bias is not a component of the theoretical models specific to OCD described herein, but the data support incorporating attentional bias into models of OCD.

It should be noted that research in this area is in its infancy. Although some but not other components of these models have been tested, extant research has not gone beyond asking the question of whether group differences exist between people with a diagnosis of OCD and various comparison or control groups. Longitudinal studies are needed to test these models holistically. In addition, other components of the models have not been examined. For example, there are no published data on family factors that lend themselves towards vulnerability to creating obsessions. In addition, cognitive appraisals of specific thoughts in people with OCD have not been studied. Moreover, data on the relations between life stress and OCD need to be collected. That is, stress levels in the year preceding the onset of OCD symptoms and overall history of life stress in people with OCD warrant study.

6.2. Treatment implications of cognitive processes and biases in OCD

The theories and data described throughout this chapter indicate that there is substantial room for cognitive components to make a significant contribution to OCD case conceptualization and treatment. Rachman’s theory implies that psychoeducation about OCD should begin with presentation of the idea that obsessions are cued by stimuli in the environment [2]. Given that the environment is ripe with cues, clients can expect and should be prepared to expect that the obsessive thought will be cued. If clients are more distressed by obsessions than they are by compulsions, cognitive bias training modification could be employed at this point in the treatment. Modification training would be expected to decrease the obsessions because clients should be less likely to attend to and interpret environmental cues as being related to their obsessions. This would prevent the obsessions from being cued. If cued, clients can be taught that it is the actions that they now take when the obsession is present that are key. Clients should be taught to first, identify when the obsession has come to mind. It is at this point that the client needs to employ mechanisms to cope with the obsession, including cognitive restructuring. The therapist is advised to administer a measure of thought-action fusion such as the Thought-Action Fusion scale [8]. If scores are elevated in the clinical range, the clinician can introduce the idea of thought-action fusion and review each statement endorsed on the TAF as indicating that thoughts equal actions. In order to ward off inferential confusion, clients can be taught inferential reasoning skills that would be expected to reduce the tendency to make reasoning errors. In addition, clients can be taught reality monitoring skills to help remind themselves that a thought is not equal to an action. That is, clients can be taught to ask themselves, “Did I think X thought or did I perform X action?” [adapted from 48]. The therapist
can then work with the client to restructure cognitions regarding the probability of events and responsibility for events. Given that the client has likely had a similar thought many times and not acted on it, what is the evidence that they will do so now? With regard to compulsions, clients should be taught about memory norms. First, repeated routine events tend not to be recalled [49]. Therefore, the fact that one cannot remember if one has turned off the stove is normal given the large number of checks performed; therefore, one’s memory does not need to be confirmed. Skills from other therapies can be borrowed, such as distress tolerance skills from Dialectical Behavior Therapy [50]. That is, it is OK to feel distress in response to an obsession; one does not need to act on the distress by engaging in compulsions. Distress tolerance skills should be used as opposed to thought suppression skills because research shows that thought suppression can increase rather than decrease unwanted thoughts [51]. Similarly, behavioral activation can be employed so that the client engages in other activities besides rumination. Clients should receive psychoeducation about the normative progression of OCD symptoms. That is, they should expect that new compulsions may occur [52]. They can expect that the OCD will be worse in times of stress and can coincide with negative affect [2]. Consistent with behavioral theory, clients should be taught exposure and response prevention skills; family members that have become part of the OCD rituals should be participants in the therapy [53]. As in many empirically-supported treatments, relapse prevention skills should be taught and clinicians should be sure their clients are able to generalize these skills in order to deal with multiple obsessions and compulsions.

Although inclusion of cognitive components either in addition to exposure and response prevention or as a stand-alone treatment has not been found to add to the effectiveness of OCD treatment, existing treatment outcome studies have not included many of the components discussed in this section [54,55,56] [57]. Therefore, a more comprehensive treatment as proposed may yield more promising results.
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